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Abstract- -We prescmt a parallel algorithm for computing the exact solution of a system of linear 
equations via the congruence t chnique. The basic idea of the technique is to convert he original 
system of equations into a system of congruences modulo various primes, and combine the solutions 
by the application of the Chinese remainder theorem. The parallel congruence algorithm proposed 
in this paper equires only local communication among the processors and is particularly suitable for 
implementation distributed-memory multiprocessors and systolic computing systems. We have 
implemented the parallel congruence algorithm on an Intel cube and obtained an efficiency of greater 
than 90~. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the solution of the system of linear equations 
Ax = b, (1) 
where A is a k x k invertible matrix, and x and b are k x 1 vectors. This problem has been studied 
intensively. There are several methods to solve (1) most notably the Gauss and the Gauss-Jordan 
elimination methods. There are situations, however, in which these methods are inadequate; for 
example, when one is interested in the exact solution of (1), or when A is ill-conditioned. 
The exact solution of (1) can be found by either the direct computation method using multiple- 
precision integer arithmetic or the residue arithmetic techniques. The residue arithmetic tech- 
niques find the result by either using multiple moduli (the congruence t chnique) or the single 
modulus (p-adic expansions). Algorithms using p-adic expansions are given by Dixon Ell and by 
Gregory and Krishnamurthy [2]. 
We should note that all of these methods require that the entries of A and b be integers. 
However, this is not a serious restriction, since the rational number or the floating-point number 
entries of A and b can be converted to integers by scaling. 
Parallel implementations of the p-adix expansion and the direct computation methods are given 
by Villard [3]. In this paper, we focus on parallel implementation f the congruence t chnique 
which solves (1), by first solving n + 1 such systems in Zm, (the ring of integers modulo mi) for 
0 < i < n. These results are then combined using the Chinese remainder theorem to find the 
solution in ZM where M = m0 ml m2 ... ran. The reader is referred to the papers by Takashi 
and Ishibashi E4], Borosh and Fraenkel [5], Newman E6], Howell and Gregory [7,8], Fraenkel and 
Loewenthal [9], Cabay [10], Bareiss [11], and Cabay and Lam E12] for further details of this 
technique. The books by Knuth [13], Lipson [14], Mackiw [15], and Young and Gregory [16] 
contain discussions on the congruence t chnique and various algorithms to find exact solutions 
of linear equations with integer and rational entries. Programs implementing the congruence 
technique are described in [6,17,18]. McClellan extended the congruence techniques to solve 
linear equations with polynomial or rational function entries [19-21]. 
The author wishes to thank the anonymous referee for the comments which greatly improved the paper, and Rose 
Marie Piedra for her programming efforts on the Intel hypercube. 
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We would like to state the following assumptions for the timing analysis of the algorithm 
presented in this paper. 
• We choose the moduli m/< W for 0 < i < n. W is the wordsize of the computer, i.e., the 
largest integer which can be operated on by the arithmetic unit of the computer. 
• An arithmetic operation (E {+, - ,  x}) on integers _< W is assumed to take 1 unit of time, 
defined as an arithmetic step. 
• For operations on integers > W, we implement multi-precision arithmetic. 
• The multiplicative inverse of a < W in Zb exists if gcd (a, b) = 1. It is defined as the 
integer x < W such that 
az=l  (modb), 
and can be computed using the extended Euclid algorithm [13,14]. We denote the opera- 
tion to find the inverse of a in lb by INVERSE(a,b). If a, b ~ W, then Euclid's algorithm 
requires O (log W) arithmetic operations to compute INVERSE(a,b). Since W is indepen- 
dent of n, we assume that the INVERSE operation on single-precision numbers takes only 
O (1) arithmetic operations. 
• Our computer is also capable of carrying out arithmetic operations (E {+, - ,  x , -} )  on 
floating-point numbers. A floating-point arithmetic operations i  also assumed to take 1 
step. 
For the parallel implementation of the congruence technique, we assume that we have a 
distributed-memory multiprocessor with p processors. The processors are connected with com- 
munication links, forming a network topology. Examples of network topologies are linear arrays, 
rings, trees, 2-dimensional nd multi-dimensional meshes, and hypercubes. The communication 
cost of the parallel algorithm is measured by counting the total number of parallel routing steps, 
where a routing step is defined as the time required to send an operand (i.e., a single-precision 
integer) from a processor to one of its neighboring processors on a path between these two pro- 
cessors, and the routing cost is taken to be the length of the path. 
We describe the congruence t chnique in Section 2. When the solutions in Zrn, are combined us- 
ing the Chinese remainder theorem to find the solution in 7M, we may pick either the single-radix 
conversion algorithm or the mixed-radix conversion algorithm. We describe these algorithms in 
Section 3. The mixed-radix conversion algorithm is chosen for parallel implementation f the con- 
gruence technique. In Section 4, we present he parallel congruence algorithm and time-optimal 
and spacetime-optimal systolic schedules for parallel implementation f the mixed-radix conver- 
sion algorithm. An actual implementation f the congruence technique for the exact solution of 
linear equations has been realized on an Intel hypercube. Our implementation has shown that up 
to 92% efficiency can be obtained on the first generation I tel cube, which is a very slow machine 
in terms of interprocessor communication. In Section 5, we report the implementation results 
and discuss several variations of the parallel congruence algorithm and point out some future 
topics for research. 
2. CONGRUENCE ALGORITHM 
Let m0, ml, m2,. • •, m,  be a set of pairwise relatively prime numbers and M = m0mlm2 - "  ran. 
We denote the determinant of A by d = det(A) and the adjoint of A by A adj. Since we assume 
d ~ 0, A ~dj is also a nonsingular integral matrix satisfying 
AA adj = AadJA = dI, 
where I is the k x k unit matrix. For a matrix B = [bij], we also define MAX(B)=maxij]bij[. 
The solution of (1) can be written as 
1 1 X-- ~ AadJ b = ~z, 
where z = A adJ b. 
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The Congruence Algorithm 
Step 0. Choose the moduli set m0,ml , . . . ,mn such that M > 2max(ld[, MAX(A)I) and 
gcd (M, d) = 1. 
Step 1. Solve the n + 1 systems A Yi = b (mod mi) for 0 < i < n. Compute the determinant 
di =det (A) (mod mi) for 0 < i < n. Also compute zi = di Yi (mod mi) for 0 < i < n. 
Step 2. Use the Chinese remainder theorem to solve the simultaneous congruences 
z = zi (mod mi) for 0 < i < n. Also, the simultaneous congruences d = di (mod mi) 
for 0 < i < n are solved by the application of the Chinese remainder theorem. 
Step 3. The solution of (1) is found as x = -~ z. 
We have the following observations: 
• The choice of mi, such that the conditions in Step 0 hold, may be a difficult and time 
consuming process. It is possible to estimate the determinant by the use of Hadamard 
inequality. We then have to choose mi such that god (mi, d) = 1 for 0 < i < n. Newman 
suggests the use of a predetermined prime moduli set, with the full knowledge that in 
certain instances the method will fail [6]. By choosing large primes, the probability of the 
occurence god (m~, d) > 1 can be made very small [6,11,16]. 
• In Step 1, the operations are performed using single-precision i teger arithmetic. We 
choose mi < W for 0 < i g n, and then implement he Gaussian elimination algo- 
rithm in single-precision i teger arithmetic. As matrix A is triangularized, eterminant 
dl = det (A) (mod mi) is also computed in single-precision. 
• In Step 2, the Chinese remainder theorem is used to find the weighted-radix representation 
of the residue numbers di and zl, for 0 < i < n. The methods for conversion of a residue 
number to a weighted number system are based on two different constructive proofs of 
the Chinese remainder theorem. In the first case, the number is converted to a single- 
radix weighted number system, whereas in the second case it is converted to a mixed-radix 
weighted number system. Since during the computation of d or z, the intermediate and 
the resulting values can be larger than W, the single-radix conversion algorithm requires 
the implentation of multi-precision i teger arithmetic. 
• In Step 3, floating-point arithmetic is used to compute the solution x 
1 
x- - [z0 ,X l , .  ,Zk_l] T ~[  • " ~ ZO,  g l , ' ' '~Zk-1]T  . a-  
THEOREM 1. The congruence algorithm finds the solution of(l) using O(nk 3 + n~k) arithmetic 
steps. 
PROOF. The solution of the systems Ay /= b (mod mi) and the computation of the determinant 
di = det(A) (mod ml) for 0 _< i < n are achieved by the use of the Gaussian elimination 
algorithm. First the coefficient matrix is triangularized; then backward-substitution is performed 
to solve for Yi. During these computations, multiplicative inverses of the nonzero elememts of A 
are computated using the extended Euclid algorithm. It becomes evident hat one such system 
is solved in O(k 3) arithmetic steps (see also, e.g., [6,11,14]). Thus, the solution (n + 1) of these 
systems requires O(n k 3) arithmetic steps. Since the computation ofzi = di yi (mod mi) requires 
O(n k) arithmetic steps for 0 < i < n, the number of arithmetic operations required in Step 2 is 
O(n k3). 
In Step 2, we use either the single-radix conversion algorithm or the mixed-radix conversion 
algorithm to find the weighted-radix representation f the numbers zl and di for 0 < i < n. 
The single-radix conversion algorithm (as well as the mixed-radix conversion algorithm) requires 
O(n ~) arithmetic steps to find the integer d, using the residue numbers dl = d (mod mi) for 
0 < i < n. Since the vector zi has k components, we see that Step 3 of the congruence algorithm 
requires O(n2k) arithmetic operations. 
In Step 3, we compute the solution by performing k floating-point division operations. Ac- 
cording to our assumption, this takes O(k) arithmetic steps. 
Thus, the total number of arithmetic operations required by the congruence algorithm is found 
to be O(n k 3 + n~k). II 
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3. CHINESE REMAINDERING ALGORITHMS 
We now describe the single-radix and the mixed-radix conversion algorihtms and give two 
theorems regarding the number of arithmetic operations required. The detailed proofs of these 
theorems can be found in [14,22,23]. We assume that we are given the residues ui of a weighted 
number u with respect o each modulus ml, i.e., 
u=ui  (modmi) ,  fo r0<i<n.  
The single-radix conversion algorithm computes u, whereas the mixed-radix conversion algorithm 
computes the mixed-radix coefficients (v0, Vl , . . . ,  vn) of u. Once the mixed-radix coefficients have 
been obtained, u is written in terms of these coefficients and the moduli as 
u = v0 + vl m0 + v2 m0 ml +. . .  + ?in m0ml " "mn-1 .  (2) 
The Single-Radix Conversion Algorithm 
Step 1. Compute M = rn0 ml ""ran and mo ml " 'mi_ lmi+l . . .mn -- M using multi-precision 
arithmetic. 
Step 2. Compute the multiplicative inverses of M__ in Zm, for 0 < i < n, i.e., compute 
c i : INVERSE( - -~ i ,mi  ) , for 0 < i < n. (3) 
Step 3. Compute u by performing the sum 
M M M 
u = - -  co uo + cl ul +""  + Cn un (4) 
mo ml mn 
in multi-precision arithmetic. 
THEOREM 2. Given the moduli m0, ml , . . . ,  mn and the remainders u0, u l , . . . ,un ,  such that 
mi <_ W for 0 ~_ i <_ n, the number u can be computed in O(n 2) arithmetic steps with the 
single-radix conversion algorithm. 
The Mixed-Radix Conversion Algorithm 
Step 1. Compute the inverses cij for 0 _< i < j < n, where 
cij = INVERSE(m/, mj). 
Step 2. Compute 
v0 -- u0 (mod m0), 
711 = (ul - v0) c01 (mod ml), 
712 --" ((U2 - -  710) C02 --  V l )  C12 (mod m2), 
(5) 
vn = ('" "((u~ - vo)con - vl)cln . . . . .  vn- l )c~-1,~ (rood ran). 
THEOREM 3. Given the modu]i too, ml, . . . ,  mn and the remainders u0, ul, . . . , un, such that 
mi <_ W for 0 <_ i <_ n, the mixed-radix number representation (Vo,Vl, . . . ,vn) of u can be 
computed in O(n 2) arithmetic steps with the mixed-radix conversion algorithm. 
The mixed-radix representation can be converted to single-radix representation by applying 
Homer's algorithm to formula (2), i.e., 
u : ( . . .  ((v.  m._1 + 71.-i) m._2 + v . -2 )m._3  +. . .  + vl) mo + vo. (8) 
If 71i, mi _< W for 0 < i < n, then the application of Horner's algorithm to compute a single-radix 
representation f u requires O (n 2) arithmetic steps using multi-precision arithmetic [14]. 
We also note that the above theorems are true for preconditioned Chinese remaindering as well. 
In this case, the constants el, (i.e., Equation (3)) and ci.i (i.e., Equation (5)) are precomputed for 
the single-radix and the mixed-radix conversion algorithms, respectively. 
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4. PARALLEL  CONGRUENCE ALGORITHM 
A remarkable property of the congruence algorithm is its parallelism. Since the solution of 
equation Ay i  = b (mod mi) is independent for every i = 0, 1,2, . . .  ,n, the algorithm is very 
suitable for implementation on parallel computers• Once the solutions in Zm, are computed, we 
need to apply a Chinese remaindering algorithm to compute the solution in ZM. 
Let n + 1 = q p, where n + 1 is the number of moduli, p is the number of processors, and 
q < 1 is an integer• For the time being we assume that q = 1. We partition the moduli set in 
such a way that processor i executes Step 1 of the algorithm modulo ml, and thus, solves system 
Ay i  = b(mod mi) and computes determinant di = det (A) (mod mi). It then proceeds to 
compute zi = di Yi (mod mi). This computation is performed by all processors for i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n. 
Thus at the end of Step 1, we will have a k x 1 vector zi and an integer dl in processor i, 
for all 0 < i < n. We now need to apply the Chinese remainder theorem to compute a k x 1 
vector z and an integer d. Notice that if the single-radix conversion algorithm is implemented, 
then the components of z and the determinant d are multi-precision i tegers. If the mixed-radix 
conversion algorihtm is employed, then we can avoid the implementation f the multiple-precision 
arithmetic, and compute the mixed-radix coefficients in single-precision. We can then use floating 
point arithmetic to compute the solution vector x with these mixed-radix coefficients. 
Let the (k + 1) x 1 vector ui be 
u i  = di 
This vector is available in processor i. We now use the mixed-radix conversion algorithm to 
compute the (k + 1) x 1 vector u such that 
u=ui  (mod mi). 
The distributed mixed-radix conversion algorithm picks the r th element of each vector ui from 
processor i, for 0 < i < n, and computes the mixed-radix coefficients of the r th element of the 
vector u, for all r = 1,2, 3 , . . . ,  k + 1. Denote the r th conponent of vector ui with ui~. We need 
to compute vir, for 0 < i < n and 1 < r < k + 1, such that 
uir = vor + vl~ mo +v2~ moral + . . .  + vn~ moml . . .mn_x  (rood mi). (7) 
We define the (k + 1) x 1 vector Vq for 0 < i < j < n, such that V_ l ,  i = u i  for 0 < i <( n 
and Vi- l , i  = vi for 0 < i < n. Vi i  for 0 < i~  j < n are the temporary values of vi resulting 
from the operations in Step 2 of the mixed-radix conversion algorithm. We construct a triangular 
table of values, with diagonal entries vi = Vi- l , i  for 0 < i < n. For n = 3, it is as follows: 
Vo3 = (V3 -- Vo)co3 (rnod rn3) V13 = (V03 - V01)c13 (rood m3) V23 = (V13 - V12)c23 (mod ms) 
V02 = (V2 - Vo) c02 (mod m2) V12 = (V02 - Vol)cl2 (rood m2) 
V01 = (Vl -- V0) c01 (mod rnl) 
The mixed-radix conversion algorithm computes Vii for 0 < i < j < n, by performing the 
following operations on single-precision i teger operands: 
cij = INVERSE(mi, mj), 
Vii = (V i - l j  -V i - l , i ) c i j  (mod mj), 
(8) 
(9) 
where (9) is performed for all k + 1 entries of vector Vii. 
The data dependences among the entries in the above table lend themselves to systolic imple- 
mentation. The first step in achieving a systolic implementation is to form the process dependence 
graph of the mixed-radix conversion algorithm. The coefficient cij is in column i and row j .  The 
positions of terms Vii are arranged as follows: First, a term of the form Vi- l , i  is computed on 
the diagonal, then this term is used in every operation along the ith column. Based on these 
observations, Figure 1 presents the process dependence graph of the mixed-radix conversion algo- 
rithm for n = 7. The graph is drawn on the ( i , j )  coordinate system. The nodes of this directed 
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acyclic graph (dag) represent the operations, and the arcs correspond to dependences between 
the variables used in the operations. The node at point (i, j )  computes Vii by performing the 
operations given in (8) and (9). 
This formulation of the processes at each node allows precond=tioned Chinese remaindering as 
well. In this case, the constraints cij are precomputed and saved at the nodes. The node at 
point ( i , j )  now executes only (9). 
Ko~ and Cappello give several time-optimal and spacetime-optimal systolic arrays for the 
mixed-radix conversion algorithm [24]. The arrays and their corresponding schedules in [24] 
assume that mi and ui are being fed to the array from the south-end. For our problem, however, 
this is not the case; mi and ui, for 0 < i < n, are already available in the i th processor after 
Step 1 of the congruence algorithm. In the following, we introduce two new systolic arrays which 
use the data available in the processors. 
As a first step, we modify the data dependence graph in Figure 1 in order to achieve local 
dependence, i.e., a node is dependent only on its neighboring nodes. Discussions and several 
examples of transformation of data dependence graphs to achieve local dependence can be found 
in [25]. The resulting dag representing the operations performed by the mixed-radix conver- 
sion algorithm is given in Figure 2. We then embed the localized process dependence graph of 
the mixed-radix conversion algorithm in spacetime to produce a time-optimal and a spacetime- 
optimal systolic array. The reader is referred to [25] (and the references therein) for spacetime 
embedding techniques. 
I 
4 ~eO"- -  /,e ~ 4 
3 3 
1 1 
i 
0 I I i I I 0 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 
Figure 1. The process dependence graph of the 
mixed-radlx conversion algorithm for n = 7. 
I 
1 
,I/I/ 
I I I I I I lit 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
Figure 2. The graph in Figure 1 with localized 
dependence. 
A Time-Optimal Systolic Schedule 
We embed the process dependence graph for the mixed-radix conversion algorithm in spacetime. 
The abscissa is interpreted as time t; the ordinate as space s. The linear embedding E1 is as 
follows: 
t := i+ j ;  
8:~j. 
The result, depicted in Figure 3 for n -- 7, is a time-optimal array. Data that flows west ---* east 
in Figure 2 flows in the direction of time (perpendicular to space) in this design: it is in the 
processors' memory. Data that flows south ~ north in Figure 2 flows up through the array. Data 
that flows south --* east in Figure 2 also flows up through the array, but at half the speed of the 
south ~ north data. 
Process ( i , j )  is executed at time i + j in processor j .  By inspection, we see that the array 
uses n processors, finishing the computation in 2n steps. The number of vertices (processes) in 
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longest directed path in any process dependence graph is a lower bound on the number of steps 
of any schedule for computing the processes. In our graph, the number of vertices in longest path 
is 2n. Thus, this array uses a spacetime mbedding that is optimal with respect to the number 
of steps used. Such an embedding is referred to as time-optimal. 
' 1  
, / 
0 I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I i t 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Figure 3. A time-optimal systolic schedule for the mixed-radix conversion algorithm. 
The resulting algorithm uses n processors and requires 2n time steps. 
A Spacetime-Optimal Systolic Schedule 
We now give another embedding that achieves pacetime-optimality, i.e. it is space-minimal 
among all designs that are time-optimal. We nonlinearly embed the process dependence graph 
as follows: 
t := i+j; 
This embedding E2 is illustrated in Figure 4 for n = 7. Its data flow characteristics are identical 
to those of embedding El, except hat the upper processor is attatched to the lower processor 
forming a ring topology, and data movement wraps around the array. This embedding results 
in a computation of the process dependence graph that uses 2n steps and a ring array of [n2--~l 
processors. 
The embedding E~ is space-minimal mong time-optimal embeddings. In order to see this, 
consider time step 8, in which all 4 processors are used. To reduce the number of processors, 
it is necessary that the process depicted by node (8,3) be rescheduled onto another processor. 
However, node (8,3) is on a longest directed path in the process dependence graph. This means 
that it cannot be rescheduled for earlier completion without violating a dependence. Neither 
can it be scheduled for later completion without either violating a dependence, or extending the 
overall completion time, violating time-optimality. The number of processors therefore cannot be 
reduced: the design is spacetime-optimal. Any spacetime embedding of this process dependence 
graph that completes in 2n cycles, must use at least r,_~D_.] processors [24]. 
, / 
2 
0 
t I 1 I I I I I ? I I I I I I 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 '0  11 '2  13  14 
Figure 4. A spacetime-optimal schedule for the mlxed-radix conversion algorithm. 
The resulting algorithm uses (n + 1)/2 processors and requires 2n time steps. 
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Processor 0 Processor 1 Processor 2 Processor 3 
m0, mr ,  A ,  b ml ,  ms ,  A ,  b m2, ms ,  A ,  b m3,  roT, A ,  b 
A Y0 = b Ira0] 
A Yr -- b [mr] 
do -- det(A)[m0] 
dr ---- det(A)[mr] 
Ay l  = b[ml] 
A Y5 = b [ms] 
dl -- det(A)  [ml] 
ds -- det (A) [ms]  
A Y2 = b [m2] 
A Ys = b [ms] 
d2 -- det(A)[m2] 
de -- det(A) [ms] 
A Y3 = b Ires] 
A Y7 = b [m~,] 
d3 -- det(A)[m3] 
dz ---- det(A)[rnz] 
z0 : do Y0 [m0] zl = dl Yl [ml] z2 ---- d2 y2 [m2] z3 : d3 y3 [m3] 
z4 : d4 Y4 [mr] z5 : d5 Y5 [ms] z6 = ds Ys [ms] z7 = dz Y7 [rn./] 
V2 = u2 = [z2, a21 r 
Vs  =us  =[zs, ds]T 
V0 =u0--- [z0, d0] T 
V4 = u4 = [zr, dr] v 
V l  = ul = [zl, dl] v 
Vs  = us = [zs, ds] v 
V3  = u3 = [z3, dz] v 
V7  = uz = [zz, dz] v 
Figure 5. Step 1 of the parallel congruence algorithm. Here [m,] denotes (mod m, ) .  
Thus, the optimal value of q is equal to 2; we partition the moduli set such that each processor 
executes Step 1 of the congruence algorithm for 2 moduli. In Figures 5 and 6, we describe the 
steps of the congruence algorithm for n + 1 : 8 and p : 4. 
THEOREM 4. The parallel congruence algorithm requires 0 (k 3 + n k) arithmetic and 2n (k + 1) 
routing steps on a ring array with p = [~1 processors. 
PROOF. Assuming that n+ 1 is even, we allocate the moduli set and A and b such that processor i 
rece ives  m i and mi+ p for i = 0, 1,2,. . .  ,p, where n + 1 = 2p. As illustrated in Figure 5, Yi and 
yi+p are computed by processor i by solving the systems Ayl : b (mod mi) and Ayi+p = b 
(rood rni+p). Simultaneously, the determinants di =det(A) (mod mi) and di+p "- det (A) (rood 
mi+p) are computed. Thus, the computation of Yi and di for all 0 < i < n + 1 will take O (k a) 
arithmetic steps since all p = ,~1 processors work simultaneously. Similarly, the computation of 
Zi : diYi (mod mi) zi+p = di+v Yi+p (mod mi+p) takes O (k) arithmetic steps. 
We then start the parallel mixed-radix conversion algorithm which requires 2n steps, where at 
each step the operations given by (8) and (9) are performed, and a vector of dimension k + 1 may 
be sent. The steps of the parallel mixed-radix conversion algorithm are illustrated in Figure 6. 
Since vectors V are of dimension k + 1, we perform O(nk)  arithmetic operations altogether. 
Furthermore, at most 2n (k + 1) routing steps are needed by the parallel mixed-radix conversion 
algorithm. 
After the execution of the mixed-radix conversion algorithm, processor (p -  1) has vectors 
Vi,i+I = vi for 0 < i < n, as can be seen in Figure 6. We compute u (i.e., z and d) in processor 
(p -  1) using floating-point arithmetic with Homer's algorithm as 
u : v 0 ~ v 1 m o "-b v2  moml  4- • • • -4- Vn  moml . . ,  mn_ l .  
This step is completely sequential and requires O (n k) arithmetic operations. 
Therefore, the parallel congruence algorithm requires a total of O (k 3 + n k) arithmetic and 
2n (k + 1) routing steps on a ring array of ["---:~-] processors. | 
/ 2 / 
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
The parallel congruence algorithm described in this paper is suitable for implementation  
distributed-memory multiprocessors and systolic computing systems. The processors of the par- 
allel computer system must be powerful enough to solve a system of linear equations. Examples 
of commercially available distributed-memory multiprocessors are Intel iPSC series, NCUBE, and 
Ametek. Examples of software-oriented systolic/wavefront computing systems include an array 
of Transputers [26], the Warp [27], and the Matrix-1 [28]. 
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12 
13 
14 
Processor o 
Send(too, Vo; 1) 
Receive(too, Vo) 
Send(,no, Vo; 1) 
Vo, = (V, - Vo) co, [,n,] 
Receive(ml, Vol ) 
Send(,n.VOl ; 1) 
Vz, = (Vo, - Vol)~l, [,n,] 
Receive(,ns, Vls) 
Send(m2. V12 ; 1) 
Vs, = (Vl, - Vls)c~, [,n,] 
Receive(,na, Vsa) 
Send(,n a, Vsa; 1) 
V3, = (V~, - Vsa)ca, [,nd 
Send(m4. Va4 ; 1) 
Processor 1 Processor 2 Processor 3
Receive(,no, Vo) 
Send(too, Vo; 2) 
Vol = (vl - Vo) col [,nl] 
Send(ml, Vol ; 2) 
Receive(,no,Vo) 
Send(,no, Vo; 2) 
Vos = (Vs - Vo) cos [ms] 
Receive( ,n ], Vol ) 
Send(m 1. Vol ; 2) 
Vls = (Vo5 - Vol) c15 [ms] 
Receive(ms, VI  2 ) 
Scad(,n2, V12 ; 2) 
Vss = (Vls - Via)csB [ms] 
Receive(m3. Vss) 
Send(,na. Vsa ; 2) 
Vas = (Vss - V2a) cab [ms] 
Receive(,n4, Vat ) 
Send(,nt, Va4; 2) 
V45 = (Vos - Vo,) c4s [ms] 
Send(,n~, V45;2) 
Receive(,no, Vo) 
Send(,no, Vo; 3) 
Vo2 = (V1 - Vo)co2 [m2]  
Receive(,nl, Vol ) 
Send(,nl, Vol ; 3) 
Vl2 = (Vo2 - Vol) cls [ms]  
Sead(,n2, V12 ; 3) 
Receive(,no, Vo) 
Send(too, Vo ; 3) 
Vos = (Vs - Vo) coo [me] 
Receive(ml, Vol ) 
Send(ml, Vol ; 3) 
Vie = (Vo6 - Vol)cle [me] 
Receive(,n2, Vls) 
Send(,n2, Vl2 ; 3) 
Vss = (Vls - V12) q# [me] 
Receive(,n3, Va3) 
Send(ms, Vsa; 3) 
V3s = (Vs6 - Vsa)cos [me] 
Receive(,n4. Va4 ) 
Send(,n4, Va4 ; 3) 
V,e = (Vss - Va , )  e~s Ires] 
Receive(ms, V,s) 
Send(ms, V4s ; 3) 
Vso = (V~o - V4s)cso  [ ,no] 
Sc,d(ms, V4~ ;2) 
F igure 6. The parallel mixed-radix  conversion a lgor i thm. 
Receive( too, Vo ) 
Send(too, Vo ; 0) 
Voa = (Va -Vo)Cos [ms] 
Receive(ml, Vol ) 
Send(m1. Vol ; 0) 
Via = (Voa - Vol) cl3 [,na] 
Receive(ms, Vls) 
Send(,ns, Vls ; O) 
Vsa = (Vla - Vls)c2a [-,a] 
Send(,n,3, Vs,3 ;O) 
Receive(too, Vo) 
Vo7 = (V7 - Vo) co7 [roT] 
Receive(m~, Vol ) 
Vlz = (Voz - Vox) qz  [mz] 
Receive(,ns, V1s) 
Vsz = (Vlz - Vls) c2z [raT] 
Receive(ms, V23) 
Vsz = (Vsz - Vs3) caz [roT] 
Receive(m4, Va4 ) 
V,z = (Vaz - Va4} c4~ [roT] 
Receive(,ns. V*,s) 
Vst = (V,7 - V,~) cs? [mr] 
Rcceive(,na, Vse) 
V6~ = (Vs7 - Vse)c~7 [mr] 
Several extensions of the parallel congruence algorithm can be proposed. An important issue 
arises when the number of processors in the parallel computing system does not match the size 
of the problem to be solved. There are two cases: 
Fewer processors (2p < n + 1): 
Let n + 1 - q p, where q > 2. We partition the moduli set into 2p groups where each group 
contains § moduli. The allocation of the data is similar to the case q = 2, however, now 
processor i is assigned to perform computations using the moduli in groups i and i + p, 
for i=  0 ,1 , . . . ,p -  1. 
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More processors (2p > n + 1): 
In this case, the best approach is to exploit the parallelism inherent in the Gaussian 
elimination step, and also in vector operations required by the congruence algorithm. As an 
example, assume that we have p processors where 2p = k (n+ 1). We allocate k processors 
for each of the linear systems of equations olved in Step 1 of the congruence algorithm. 
We can use these k processors to reduce the number of arithmetic operations required 
by the Gaussian elimination algorithm, from O(k 3) to O(k2). Furthermore, the parallel 
mixed-radix conversion algorithm will now require only O(n) arithmetic operations instead 
of O(n k). Parallel algorithms for Gaussian elimination and LU decomposition are well- 
known [29]. However, the parallel congruence algorithm requires Gaussian elimination over 
the ring of integers Zm, (of the Galois field G F(mi) when mi is prime). Thus, pivoting is 
necessary, since every  mi  th element is zero. Systolic algorithms for Gaussian elimination 
without pivoting [30,31], and with partial pivoting [32,33] have been proposed. Thus, 
we see that, depending on the number of processors available in the parallel computer 
system, different levels of parallelism already inherent in the congruence algorithm can be 
exploited. 
We have implemented the parallel congruence algorithm on a first generation Intel hypercube 
with p = 8 processors (iPSC/d3). The ring topology required for the spacetime-optimal systolic 
implementation of the mixed-radix conversion algorithm is easily embedded in the hypercube 
by using the binary-reflected Gray code [29]. The timing results of this implementation are 
summarized in Figure 7. The values of n + 1 and k were limited to those given in Figure 7 due 
to memory limitations (512 KBytes per node on this particular Intel cube). 
n+l  
16 
32 
k = 10 
T, eq (ms) Tp~r (m~) 
3205 600 
8235 1720 
15135 3365 
23965 5400 
34765 7800 
47555 10990 
63050 14875 
48 
64 
80 
96 
112 
E 
0.67 
0.60 
0.56 
0.55 
0.56 
0.54 
0.53 
k = 20 
Tseq (ms) Tp~r (ms) 
16475 2405 
36450 5700 
59995 9870 
87210 14870 
118195 20710 
152980 27675 
192930 35485 
E 
0.86 
0.80 
0.76 
0.73 
0.71 
0.69 
0.68 
k = 30 
T, eq(ms) Tp~r(ms) 
48440 6550 
102040 14310 
160920 23315 
225215 33580 
295075 45225 
370540 58180 
453635 72775 
Figure 7. Implementat ion results on the Intel hypercube ( iPSC/d3) .  
E 
0.92 
0.89 
0.86 
0.84 
0.82 
0.80 
0.78 
We should however add the following observations: 
• When the number of processors available xceeds ["2"~], we can allocate more than one 
processor for each congruent linear system solved, and thus reduce the amount of memory 
required for each node. This is due to that fact each node receives fewer than k rows, 
allowing a larger system to be solved for a given memory space. 
• The hypercube network is richer in connectivity than a ring array. Thus, it seems worth- 
while to investigate how the total number of routing operations required can be reduced by 
utilizing the additional connections. Also, other distributed-memory architecture topolo- 
gies (e.g., two or three dimensional mesh, binary tree) can be used for implementing the 
congruence algorithm. Some of these issues are addressed in [34]. 
The time for the sequential version of the algorithm is measured by executing the sequential 
congruence algorithm on one of the eight identical processors. In order to obtain a fair com- 
parison between the sequential and the parallel algorithm, we measure the total execution time, 
but not the initial loading of the data and the final unloading of the results. The efficiency of 
the parallel congruence algorithm for n = 16,32,.. . ,  112 and k = 10,20,30 is plotted in Fig- 
ure 8. Theoretically, the parallel congruence algorithm should achieve linear speedup (constant 
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efficiency). However, we observe a decline in the efficiency as n increases. This is due to the 
fact that 2n (k + 1) routing operations required by the parallel algorithm start taking a signif- 
icant amoung of time for large n. Furthermore, the slow communication (store-and-forward) 
mechanism of the first generation hypercubes constitutes an obstacle to high efficiency. We note 
that the newer message-passing multiprocessors have more advanced, and thus much faster data 
communication mechanisms [35]. The efficiency becomes higher for larger k, since Step 1 (which 
requires no communication and O(k 3) parallel arithmetic steps) starts dominating Step 2 (which 
requires 2n (It + 1) routing and O(n k) parallel arithmetic steps). 
E 1 .0  
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, . . . .  
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- - /e . .  . . . .  
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Figure 8. Efficiency of the parallel congruence algorithm on the cube. 
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